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      September 7, 2016 
 
ATTENTION STATION MANAGER 

 
 Re: Mountaineers Are Always Free PAC’s  Advertisement 

 
 On behalf of Mountaineers are Always Free PAC (“MAF”), we write about a letter you 
may have received from Doug Reynolds for Attorney General (“Reynolds”), regarding an MAF 

advertisement that is currently airing on your station. The letter takes issue with MAF’s 
advertisement entitled “All The Way,” which informs voters about Doug Reynolds’ long history 

of having jobs, titles, property, and riches handed to him by his wealthy father. Reynolds’ career 
has been shaped almost entirely by nepotism and his father’s influence, and West Virginia voters 
deserve to know that he is far from the “entrepreneur” he claims to be on the campaign trail.  

 
 The letter from Reynolds is a desperate attempt to conceal his embarrassing record of 

being handed positions, jobs, property and money from his father. It is meant to intimidate 
stations and outside advertisers in the lead up to the November election. Reynolds’ challenge is 
baseless. Each and every statement in the advertisement is carefully worded, documented and 

supported. MAF’s advertisement is accurate in every respect, raises critical character issues, and 
should continue to air. 

 
 Before we get to the crux of Reynolds’ frivolous complaint, we first note that Reynolds’ 
letter does not dispute MAF’s claim that Reynolds is guilty of “raising his own salary,” voting 

“16 times to raise our taxes and fees,” and that “Reynolds’ own bank got millions of tax dollars” 
from the TARP bank bailout. It is good to know that Reynolds has finally admitted to these facts. 

 

Doug Reynolds is a Millionaire Banker 

 

Reynolds first takes issue with MAF’s statement that he is a “millionaire banker.” 
Reynolds’ attorney provides no evidence to refute this claim and then uses the rest of the letter to 

make bald threats against MAF and your station. It is remarkable that Reynolds could dispute 
this assertion with a straight face considering he lists “First Bank of Charleston,” a bank he 

founded, and “banking” on his own financial disclosure statement submitted earlier this year.1 In 

                                                 
1 See Doug Reynolds Financial Disclosure Statement, West Virginia Ethics Commission (filed Jan. 25, 2016), 

available at 
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fact, Reynolds’ name appears numerous times in the First Bank of Charleston’s corporate filings, 
where he is listed as Secretary of the Bank and as a member of the Bank’s Board of Directors.2 
Perhaps this is why Reynolds stated on his State House campaign committee’s website that he is 

the “Founder and Director of First Bank of Charleston.”3  
 

 As if Reynolds’ officer and director role at the First Bank of Charleston was not enough, 
Reynolds also served as a Director of Abigail Adams National Bancorp, a plum position that was 
handed to him by his father when he was just 27 years old. According to Securities and 

Exchange Commission filings, Reynolds began serving on the Board of Abigail Adams National 
Bancorp in 2002 and held 51,562 shares of the bank’s stock.4  

 
 As for Reynolds’ erroneous assertion that he is somehow not a millionaire, one needs to 
look no further than his stock holdings to refute this claim. Reynolds owns significant shares of 

stock in Energy Services of America Corporation (“ESOA”), where Reynolds serves as Chief 
Executive Officer, a position given to him by his father who chairs the company. In its Form 10-

K annual report for its last fiscal year, ESOA lists Doug Reynolds as having 1,515,684 shares of 
common stock, which comprises 10.48% of the company’s common stock, in addition to 
216,667 preferred shares of ESOA stock.5 The current stock price of Energy Services of America 

Corporation (stock symbol ESOA), according to Yahoo Finance, is $1.46/share.6 This means that 
Reynolds’ common stock shares alone are worth over $2.2 million.  

 
Reynolds also owns substantial stock in First Guaranty Bancshares. On April 21, 2016, 

First Guaranty Bancshares filed a Schedule 14A with the U.S. Securities and Exchange 

Commission. The report notes that Doug Reynolds owns 371,812 shares of stock in the 
company.7 According to Yahoo Finance, the stock is currently valued at $16.24/share, making 

Reynolds’ stock in First Guaranty worth over $6 million.8 
 

  In addition, it is extraordinary that Reynolds would argue that he is not a millionaire 

when has put almost $320,000 of his personal funds into his own campaign, and that is only 

                                                                                                                                                             
http://www.ethics.wv.gov/Financial%20Disclosure/2016/Reynolds,%20Doug%202016%20ATTORNEY%20GENE

RAL.pdf . 
2 See Corporate Documents for First Bank of Charleston, attached as Exhibit A. 
3 See Doug Reynolds Bio, Committee to Elect Doug Reynolds for House, available at 

http://reynoldsforhouse.com/about-doug-reynolds/.  
4 See Securities and Exchange Commission filings for Abigail Adams National Bancorp, Inc., available at 

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/356809/000094337403000263/proxy2003.txt . 
5 See Energy Services of America Corporation, SEC Form 10-K for FY 2015, available at 

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1357971/000157104915010029/t83822_10k.htm.  
6 See Energy Services of America Corporation (ESOA), Yahoo Finance, http://finance.yahoo.com/quote/ESOA/key-

statistics?p=ESOA.  
7 See First Guaranty Bancshares, Inc., Notice of Annual Meeting of Shareholders, May 19, 2016, available at 

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1408534/000140853416000055/proxy2016.htm.  
8 See First Guaranty Bancshares, Inc. (FGBI), Yahoo Finance, 

https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/FGBI/history?p=FGBI.  

http://www.ethics.wv.gov/Financial%20Disclosure/2016/Reynolds,%20Doug%202016%20ATTORNEY%20GENERAL.pdf
http://www.ethics.wv.gov/Financial%20Disclosure/2016/Reynolds,%20Doug%202016%20ATTORNEY%20GENERAL.pdf
http://reynoldsforhouse.com/about-doug-reynolds/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/356809/000094337403000263/proxy2003.txt
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1357971/000157104915010029/t83822_10k.htm
http://finance.yahoo.com/quote/ESOA/key-statistics?p=ESOA
http://finance.yahoo.com/quote/ESOA/key-statistics?p=ESOA
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1408534/000140853416000055/proxy2016.htm
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/FGBI/history?p=FGBI
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including activity through May 22, 2016.9 This does not include all of the personal money he has 
presumably added to his campaign’s coffers since that date. It is hard to believe that someone 
who was not a millionaire would have hundreds of thousands of dollars laying around to throw at 

a political campaign.  
 

 In light of the foregoing, Reynolds’ claim that he is not a “millionaire banker” holds no 
water. His role as a founder and director of a bank, and director of another bank, in addition to 
his stock holdings worth millions of dollars, clearly establish that Reynolds is, in fact, a 

millionaire banker.   
 

Doug Reynolds has Inherited a Fortune 

 

Reynolds next takes issue with MAF’s statement that he “inherited a fortune.” Once 

again, Reynolds’ attorney provides no evidence to rebut this assertion, stating only that “these 
statements are false” and that “he has not inherited anything.” This could not be further than the 

truth. There are numerous examples where Reynolds has inherited significant assets from his 
father, but one needs to look no further than his father’s 2011 transfer of land to him in Ohio to 
refute Reynold’s complaint.  

 
In 2011, Reynolds’ father transferred a parcel of land in Lawrence County, Ohio to him 

free of charge. According to online records with the Lawrence County Auditor, Douglas V. 
Reynolds owns parcel # 26-086-0300.000, which is described as a Service (Gasoline) Station. 
The records state that Doug Reynolds bought this parcel from M. T. Reynolds, Reynolds’ father, 

for the sale price of $0 on Sept. 28, 2011. M. T. Reynolds bought this parcel on May 3, 2011, for 
the price of $225,000, and the current appraised value of the parcel is $120,170.10 Perhaps 

Reynolds would like to explain to the thousands of West Virginians struggling to make ends 
meet that being given a piece of land worth hundreds of thousands of dollars free of charge is not 
a “fortune” and not “inherited” from his father. Something tells us they would disagree. 

 
Importantly, the term “inherit” is not confined to the receipt of money or property from 

someone when that person dies. In fact, Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary defines the verb “inherit” 
as “to get (a personal quality, interest, etc.) because of the influence or example of your parents 
or other relatives.”11 Dictionary.com offers an additional definition of the verb “inherit,” as “to 

receive as one’s portion; come into possession of.”12 It is impossible for Reynolds to deny he 
received significant interests, both in position, title, and financial benefits, by virtue of his 

father’s influence. Likewise, Reynolds cannot refute the fact that he came into possession of 
numerous assets, including the parcel of land in Ohio and the stock holdings discussed above, as 

                                                 
9 See Doug Reynolds campaign finance reports, available at https://cfrs.wvsos.com/#/candidate_filings/8/-

2/5352/en.  
10 See Lawrence County, Ohio Auditor Records for Parcel No. 26-086-0300.000 (attached as Exhibit B). 
11 See Definition of Inherit, Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary, http://www.merriam-

webster.com/dictionary/inherit.  
12 See Definition of Inherit, Dictionary.com, http://www.dictionary.com/browse/inherited.  

https://cfrs.wvsos.com/#/candidate_filings/8/-2/5352/en
https://cfrs.wvsos.com/#/candidate_filings/8/-2/5352/en
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/inherit
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/inherit
http://www.dictionary.com/browse/inherited
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a result of his father’s influence and the nepotism that exists within his father’s various 
companies. These examples alone fall squarely within the definitions of “inherit” cited above.  
 

Conclusion 

 

 In threatening your station with baseless arguments, Doug Reynolds is trying to halt a 
healthy discussion about the candidates for Attorney General, by cutting off his critics’ access to 
the airwaves. While Reynolds is welcome to purchase airtime on your station to defend his 

record—and as established above, he has millions of personal dollars to do so—he cannot silence 
his critics by taking away their right to respond. As a candidate for Attorney General, Reynolds 

is a public figure. The ability to criticize a candidate’s policies, and matters of public importance, 
lies at the heart of the First Amendment, as courts have repeatedly recognized. See, e.g. Time, 
Inc. v. Hill, 385 U.S. 374 (1967); New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254 (1964). As you 

know, the Federal Communications Commission has held that stations best meet their public 
interest obligations “by presenting contrasting views” and encouraging “robust, wide-open 

debate.” In re Complaint by Hon. Ronald Reagan, 38 F.C.C.2D 314 (1972). It has consistently 
rejected invitations by political figures to “judge the truth or falsity of material being broadcast 
on either side of a currently controversial issue.” Id. Accord In re Complaint by Alan S. Burstein, 

43 F.C.C.2d 590 (1973); In re Complaint by Patton Echols, 43 F.C.C.2d 479 (1973). 
 

 The facts set forth above clearly support each and every claim made in MAF’s ad. We 
trust you will make a fact-based decision and continue to air MAF’s ad in order to allow the 
people of West Virginia to be fully educated about their candidates for Attorney General.  With 

only two months before the general election, any decision to stop airing the ad will cause 
irreparable harm to MAF.   

 
If you have any questions, or believe that MAF’s ad is somehow unfit for airing on your 

station, we ask that you contact us immediately to discuss this matter further.  We can be reached 

directly at (202) 772-0915. 
 

 
      Sincerely, 
       

       
 
      Charles R. Spies 

      James E. Tyrrell III 
      Counsel to Mountaineers are Always Free PAC 
 

 
Enc. 

 

 


